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Abstract

A large literature identifies unique organizational capabilities as a potent source of competitive advantage, yet our knowledge of why capabilities fail to diffuse more rapidly—particularly in situations in which competitors apparently have strong incentives to adopt them and a well developed understanding of how they work—remains incomplete. In this paper we suggest that competitively significant capabilities often rest on managerial practices that in turn rely on relational contracts (i.e., informal agreements sustained by the shadow of the future). We argue that one of the reasons these practices may be difficult to copy is that effective relational contracts must solve the twin problems of credibility and clarity, and that while credibility might in principle be instantly acquired, clarity may take time to develop and may interact with credibility in complex ways, so that relational contracts may often be difficult to build.
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1) Introduction

It is now widely accepted that there can be persistent performance differences among seemingly similar enterprises—be they work groups, plants, or firms (see Syverson (2011) for a recent survey). The strategy literature has long explored the possibility that such performance differences arise from organizational capabilities (e.g., Wernerfelt, 1984; Teece, Pisano and Shuen, 1997; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Anand and Khanna, 2000; Aral and Weill, 2007). One of the central questions raised by this research is why such capabilities—if they are indeed a source of sustained competitive advantage—do not diffuse more rapidly.

The existing literature has proposed three answers to this question. First, incumbent managers may have problems of perception—they do not know they are behind because their cognitive frames blind them to new opportunities (e.g., Henderson and Clark, 1990; Christensen, 1997; Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000). Second, managers may have problems of inspiration—they know they're behind, but they don't know what to do about it because the organizational practices underlying key organizational capabilities involve either tacit knowledge (e.g., Winter, 1987, 1988) and/or complementarities (e.g., Levinthal, 1997; Rivkin, 2000) and so are hard to learn and communicate. Third, managers may have problems of motivation—they know they're behind and they know what to do, but they don't care because lack of competition in the market (or lack of incentives inside the firm) gives them insufficient incentive to adopt new practices (e.g., Reinganum, 1989; Bloom and Van Reenen, 2007; Bresnahan, Greenstein and Henderson, 2011).

While persuasive in many settings, these three answers to the problem of slow diffusion are less helpful in at least one important case: settings where managers acknowledge that they are behind and are spending heavily to catch up, and where there appears to be industry-wide agreement about best practice. For example, there have been more than 300 books and thousands of articles written about Toyota, yet until quite recently many automobile companies appeared to have great difficulty imitating its practices (Pil and MacDuffie; 1996). Similarly the practice of science-driven drug discovery was surprisingly slow to diffuse across the pharmaceutical industry despite widespread agreement about its effectiveness (Cockburn, Henderson & Stern, 2000). In this essay, we argue that such failures of diffusion may arise from difficulties in administration—managers know they're behind, know what to do, and are motivated to do it, but they can't get the organization to get it done.¹

Our argument is in two parts. First, we suggest that many organizational capabilities rest on managerial practices that in turn rely on relational contracts—an economist’s term for collaboration sustained by the shadow of the future, as

¹ We thank Jan Rivkin for bringing his “four ‘tion” labels to our attention (and allowing us to adapt them for our own purposes here).
opposed to formal contracts enforced by courts. Second, we suggest that many relational contracts are hard to build and to refine, and that this is often why managers “can’t get the organization to get it done.”

To unpack the first part of our argument—that key managerial practices frequently require relational contracts—we emphasize that such practices involve actions that cannot be fully specified in advance. Consider the following three examples we develop below. First, Lincoln Electric’s enduring success rests in part on the payment of bonuses that both managers and employees consider to be “fair,” but no manual can define exactly what constitutes a fair bonus for a particular worker in a particular year. Second, beyond compensation, the Toyota production system asks line workers to become “active problem solvers,” but cannot define in advance exactly which problems they might find or how they should be solved. Third, beyond manufacturing, Merck asks its researchers to behave “almost as if” they were academics, but what this means in terms of actual behaviors had to be worked out over many years and is still difficult to communicate today.

Because these managerial practices—each of which is fundamental to the success of these three firms—involve actions that cannot be specified in advance, it is typically impossible to motivate their performance via formal contracts (i.e., contracts that attach objective weights to objective measures). Instead, if it is necessary to provide motivation for parties to take these actions, it will have to be done through informal agreements that involve subjective weights or subjective measures. In this essay we interpret such informal agreements as relational contracts.

Of course, the idea that relational contracts are widespread and important has a long pedigree, across many disciplines and settings: in sociology, Macaulay (1963) studied informal relationships between firms; in anthropology, Geertz (1962, 1978) studied rotating credit associations and bazaar economies; and in political science, Ostrom (1990) studied communities of resource users. More recently, in the strategy literature, many authors have drawn on related ideas to analyze long, productive relationships between firms (e.g., Dyer, 1997; Dyer and Singh, 1998; Poppo and Zenger, 2002; Gulati and Nickerson, 2008).

Closer to our focus on the development of managerial practices within firms, there is also a long tradition in organization theory emphasizing the importance of informal understandings within organizations. For example, Blau and Scott (1962: 6) argued that “It is impossible to understand the nature of a formal organization

---

2 Under special circumstances, it might be possible to write formal contracts based on outcomes rather than on actions and thereby motivate the desired actions. Much more often, however, available outcome measures are themselves incomplete and so formal contracts based on such measures induce gaming instead of consummate performance. See Gibbons (2005) for a review.

3 We do not mean to imply that the presence of relational contracts implies that the firm will not also rely on formal contracts. Indeed the two are often complementary.
without investigating the networks of informal relations and the unofficial norms as well as the formal hierarchy of authority and the official body of rules, since the formally instituted and the informal emerging patterns are inextricably intertwined.” Indeed, some have argued that high-performing organizations rely especially heavily on informal understandings, variously described as norms or cultures or contracts. For example, Barney (1986) suggested that an organization’s culture could be a source of competitive advantage, Rousseau (1989, 1995) studied psychological contracts in organizations, explicitly envisioning managers as parties to some of them, and a long tradition in the human-resources literature has documented the performance advantages of high-commitment work practices and the social contracts that sustain them (e.g., Hoffer-Gittell, 2002; Lincoln and Kalleberg, 1990; Kochan et al., 1995).

To our knowledge, however, this literature has not explicitly linked these ideas to the idea that these informal understandings may be one of the reasons that competitively important practices are sometimes surprisingly slow to diffuse. Much of the capabilities literature, for example, has either made the implicit assumption that incentives within the organization are aligned, so that the adoption of new practices is primarily a problem of information transmission, or has labeled “appropriate incentives” as a distinct, separable capability. Similarly, while many writers have suggested that “trust” might be an important source of organizational performance (see for example, Bachmann and Zaheer, 2006 and Zaheer and Venkatraman, 1995), this literature is largely silent about how trust is built and so, as far as we know, has not studied how difficulties in building trust might be a key source of competitive advantage.

Here we explore this connection explicitly. We argue that many relational contracts are hard to build and refine and this is often why managers “can’t get the organization to get it done.” In particular, we argue that building and refining relational contracts requires solving two distinct problems: the problem of **credibility** and the problem of **clarity**. We believe that each of these problems can be quite difficult in isolation and that in combination they may create a substantial barrier to imitation.

By the problem of credibility we mean the problem of persuading others that one is likely to keep one’s promises. While credibility may derive from various sources, including what the literature has called “personal” or “institutional” trust (e.g., Zaheer and Venkatramen, 1995; Nooteboom, 1996), in this essay we focus instead on a strictly consequentialist logic, where one keeps one’s promises because things will go badly otherwise. Some have called this logic “calculative trust” (e.g., Williamson, 1993; Barney and Hansen, 1994; Nooteboom, 1996), and Rousseau et al. (1998) call it “deterrence-based trust.” Like many of those authors, however, we see the consequentialist logic as distinct and different from trust, like Yamagishi
and Yamagishi (1994), we would prefer this logic to be labeled “assurance” rather than trust.⁴

By the problem of clarity we mean the problem of communicating the terms of the relational contract. The problem of clarity is less discussed and perhaps less evident than the problem of credibility, but we believe that clarity is at least as important a constraint on building and refining relational contracts. In brief, instead of asking whether others will believe one’s promises, we now ask whether others will understand one’s promises.

A rich literature has suggested that one reason why managerial practices may be slow to diffuse is that knowledge of such practices may be tacit or “embedded” and hence difficult to communicate (see, for example, Winter’s work cited with the inspiration problem above). Building on this literature, we argue that developing a shared understanding of a relational contract will be even more difficult because there is more to communicate. We suggest that building a relational contract requires developing a shared understanding of not only the necessary task knowledge (what each party is supposed to do) but also the necessary relational knowledge (what each party could do, either to break a promise or to punish someone who did, and what the payoffs from all these possible actions are).

In addition to the difficulties that these problems of credibility and clarity taken separately pose for building and refining relational contracts, we hypothesize that the biggest difficulties may arise from the interaction of these problems. For example, if one party acts in a way that is unexpected by the other, is miscommunication to blame, or gaming? More generally, the imperfect alignment of interests underlying the credibility problem creates significant new impediments to the communication necessitated by the clarity problem.⁵

The outline of the essay is as follows. To lay a foundation, we begin in Section 2 with a brief overview of relational contracts. In particular, we provide some basic models of when collaboration can be sustained by the shadow of the future, and we suggest that these models are broadly consistent with evidence drawn from both lab experiments and field data.

In Section 3, we develop our hypothesis that competitively significant management practices often rely on relational contracts by examining three familiar examples: subjective bonuses at Lincoln Electric, the production system at Toyota, and science-driven drug discovery at Merck. Our goal here is twofold. First, we hope to make credible the hypothesis that some competitively important managerial

---

⁴ In focusing here on the question of calculative trust we do not mean to imply that other forms of trust are unimportant. Indeed one of our hopes for this paper is that it might contribute to the ongoing discussion of the relationship among different forms of trust and their evolution over time.

practices are crucially dependent on relational contracts. While this idea may be familiar regarding subjective bonuses, it seems less appreciated regarding other managerial practices. Second, we begin to use our descriptions of these practices to illustrate the problem of clarity—i.e., the extensive amount of information that both employees and managers must hold in common if the necessary relational contracts are to be self-enforcing.

In Section 4 we expand on the question of clarity. We begin by distinguishing between “task knowledge” and “relational knowledge”, suggesting that many of the same mechanisms that make it difficult to learn how to do new tasks also make it difficult to learn about the relational contracts that might support them. We illustrate this idea through accounts of moments at Lincoln Electric and Credit Swisse where relational contracts threatened to break down, and discuss a number of experiments and models that may provide building blocks towards a theory of why relational contracts may be hard to build. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2) **A Primer on Relational Contracts: Theory and Evidence**

In this section we provide a brief introduction to economic theory and evidence on relational contracts. The theory, in Section 2.1, begins with the simplest case and then sketches several enrichments. The evidence, in Section 2.2, includes both lab and field data.

2.1 **Theory: Credibility from Incentive Compatibility**

There is now a large theoretical literature on how relational contracts can facilitate efficient behaviors, both on their own (e.g., Bull (1987), MacLeod and Malcomson (1989), Levin (2003), Fuchs (2007), and Halac (2011)) and in combination with formal aspects of organizations and contracts (e.g., Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy (1994, 1999, 2002, 2011)); see Malcomson (2012) for a survey. As described in the Introduction, the essential intuition is straightforward and familiar: in some settings, one keeps one’s promises because things will go badly otherwise.

Kreps (1990) captures this intuition using the simple game shown in Figure 1. Although Kreps calls this the “Trust Game,” we emphasize that the relational-contracts argument is entirely consequentialist. Therefore, we would prefer “assurance” to “trust.” In short, when speaking of trust, we adopt March and Olsen’s (1989) view that “[t]he core idea of trust is that it is not based on an expectation of its justification. When trust is justified by expectations of positive reciprocal consequences, it is simply another version of economic exchange” (p. 27, emphasis added). In this essay, we are indeed considering “another version of economic exchange.”
In a one-shot version of this game, player 1’s initial choice amounts to either ending the relationship (and so receiving a payoff of zero) or trusting player 2 (and so receiving a payoff of -1, assuming that player 2 would maximize 2’s payoff and so betray 1’s trust). Since zero exceeds -1, player 1 should end the relationship. If the players’ relationship is ongoing, however, very different outcomes are possible.

A classic formulation is to model a relationship between player 1 and player 2 as a repeated game that is equally likely to end after any period. The probability that the game will end influences the interest rate \( r \) per period that the players use in discounting their payoffs across periods. If the players are patient enough (i.e., \( r \) is sufficiently small, in part because the probability that the game will end is sufficiently small) then the following “trigger” strategies are an equilibrium of the repeated game.

**Player 1:** In the first period, play Trust. Thereafter, if all moves in all previous periods have been Trust and Honor, play Trust; otherwise, play Not Trust.

**Player 2:** If given the move this period, play Honor if all moves in all previous periods have been Trust and Honor; otherwise, play Betray.

The broader message from this example is that cooperation may be prone to defection, but in some circumstances defection can be met with enough punishment to motivate cooperation. To begin to generalize the example, imagine that player 2’s payoffs (per period) are \( C \) from cooperation (generalizing the payoff 1 above), \( D \) from defection (generalizing the payoff 2 above), and \( P \) from punishment (generalizing the payoff 0 above), where \( D > C > P \). The decision of whether to cooperate or defect then amounts to comparing two time-paths of payoffs: \((C, C, C, ...)\) versus \((D, P, P, P, ...)\), as shown in Figure 2.
The time-path of cooperation yields a higher present value than the time-path of defection if

\[ (1 + \frac{1}{r}) C > D + \frac{1}{r} P, \]

where \( 1/r \) is the present value of a dollar to be received every period (until the game ends) starting next period. Rearranging (1) yields

\[ r < \frac{C - P}{D - C}, \]

which is often restated as: if the players are sufficiently patient (i.e., if \( r \) is sufficiently close to zero) then it is optimal to cooperate, foregoing the short-run temptation (\( D - C \) now) for the long-term gain (\( C - P \) thereafter).

This stylized model not only illustrates the main idea behind relational contracts but also suggests some limitations of the approach (at least as it has been developed and applied to date). One seeming limitation might be that we have cast the players - and, more broadly, the parties to any contract of this type as being motivated by "payoffs," which may seem too narrow. But we take a broad view of such payoffs. In particular, we do not mean to suggest that money is the most important—or even necessarily an important—source of motivation inside firms. In Section 3 (where we discuss relational contracts within organizations), we therefore conceive of "payoffs" as including everything that might affect an individual’s experience of his or her job, including factors such as job assignment, degree of autonomy, status with the firm or work group, and other intangibles such as feelings of belonging or that one is making a difference.
A more serious limitation is that the analysis leading to (1) considers only the *payoffs* from cooperation, defection, and punishment, taking for granted not only that the parties know these payoffs but also that they know what *actions* constitute cooperation, defection, and punishment (such as Trust, Honor, and Betray in Figure 1). As we will see in the detailed descriptions of managerial practices in Section 3, taking it for granted that the parties know what these actions are may be a heroic assumption, especially when the parties are just beginning their relationship. For the rest of this section, however, we continue to make this assumption (thus implicitly focusing on steady-state relationships, where the parties have substantial shared experience about these actions and their payoffs).

To conclude this sub-section, we sketch some simple enrichments of the basic theory, to prepare for the discussion of evidence in the next sub-section. First, and informally, Figure 1 could be enriched in various ways, such as by allowing two levels of cooperation: full and partial. Full cooperation yields payoff C but has defection temptation D, as above, whereas the analogous values for partial cooperation are c and d, where C > c > 0 and D > d > 0. Given plausible assumptions about these payoffs, parties that are patient enough can sustain full cooperation, as in (2), whereas parties that are somewhat more impatient can sustain only partial cooperation (and, as always, parties that are too impatient cannot sustain any cooperation).

Second, and shifting attention from cross-sectional comparisons across relationships to longitudinal comparisons within an ongoing relationship, imagine that there is not only a probability that the game will end after any period, but also an independent probability after each period that the payoffs in Figure 2 will change permanently from (C, D, P) to (C, D', P), where D' > D. (A parallel argument holds if the payoffs change to (C, D, P'), where P' > P.) If the parties are impatient enough that

\[
\frac{C - P}{D' - C} < r,
\]

then cooperation will end once the payoffs change. Nonetheless, if the parties are not too impatient (i.e., r is below an upper bound not shown in (3)), then it is an equilibrium for the parties to begin the game by cooperating, planning to cooperate until either the payoffs change or the game ends.

Third, the payoffs might neither be constant nor change permanently (as in the first enrichment), but instead fluctuate randomly across periods. That is, suppose that the payoffs are independently and identically distributed over time and that the parties observe the current payoffs before taking actions each period. In period t, the current payoffs from cooperation and defection are C_t and D_t, and the expected future payoffs from cooperation and punishment are E(C_t) and E(P_t), so (1) becomes

\[
C_t + \frac{1}{r} E(C_t) > D_t + \frac{1}{r} E(P_t),
\]

and (4) becomes

\[
C_t + \frac{1}{r} E(C_t) > D_t + \frac{1}{r} E(P_t).
\]
In this setting, if the long-term gain of \( E(C_t) - E(P_t) \) in each future period outweighs all possible realizations of the short-run temptation \( D_t - C_t \), then (4) implies the critical value of \( r \) below which the parties can sustain permanent cooperation despite fluctuating payoffs. Alternatively, if there are extreme realizations of the short-run temptation that violate (4) then cooperation will end once the short-run temptation hits a high enough value, but if the parties are not too impatient then it is an equilibrium to begin by cooperating, planning to cooperate until either an extreme temptation arrives or the game ends.

Finally, in the most sophisticated of these enrichments, where the parties must repeatedly adjust their collaboration over the course of their relationship, suppose that there are two levels of cooperation (full and partial, with payoffs \( C > c \) and \( D > d \), as above) and that the payoff from defecting on full cooperation fluctuates randomly across periods (e.g., \( D_t \) can be either high or low, \( D_H > D_L \)). If the parties are impatient enough that

\[
(5) \quad \frac{C - P}{D_H - C} < r,
\]

then the parties cannot sustain full cooperation in periods when the defection payoff is high. On the other hand, if the parties are not too impatient, then it is an equilibrium for the parties to achieve full cooperation in periods when the defection payoff is low and partial cooperation when it is high. Strikingly, there is evidence for this sophisticated behavior (as well as the others described here), as we discuss next.

2.2 Evidence from the Lab and from Relationships Between Firms

We now briefly introduce evidence that models like these capture important aspects of behavior. We begin with the basic model, summarized by equations (1) and (2), after which we turn to the enrichments, summarized by equations (3) through (5). In this section, we restrict our attention to lab experiments and to field data on relationships between firms, saving discussion of relationships within firms for Section 3. All the evidence we describe is only illustrative; many further examples could also be given.

Condition (1) predicts that cooperation is less likely as the returns to defection rise (i.e., as \( D \) or \( P \) increases).\(^6\) As evidence in this spirit, consider the field study by McMillan and Woodruff (1999) and the lab study by Brown and Serra-Garcia (2010). McMillan and Woodruff use a sample of firms in Vietnam during 1995-97 to study trade credit (i.e., the extent to which a buyer’s payment is made significantly after the supplier delivers the goods). They find that suppliers grant buyers more trade credit if there are fewer similar suppliers within 1 kilometer and if the

\(^6\) For fixed parameters, either (1) holds or it does not, so cooperation is either possible or not. If we imagine data with, say, heterogeneous values of \( C \), however, then an increase in \( D \) or \( P \) can be said to reduce the likelihood of cooperation, such as in the sense of a probit.
supplier’s main competitor is located more than 1 kilometer away (i.e., when punishment payoffs are lower for buyers). Turning to lab evidence, Brown and Serra-Garcia conduct an experiment that varies a borrower’s ability to expropriate loaned funds by allowing (or not allowing) the borrower to reinvest funds following default. They find that the volume of trade decreases and that borrowers are more likely to default (in initial periods) when expropriation is possible (i.e., when defection payoffs are higher).

As direct evidence for the idea that cooperation is more likely in environments with lower discount rates, as predicted by (2), consider the experiment by Dal Bo (2005), who conducts a repeated Prisoners’ Dilemma and varies the probability that the game will be continued. Dal Bo finds that higher probabilities of continuation (which imply lower values of \( r \)) lead to higher rates of cooperation. Engle-Warnick and Slonim (2004) provide a related experimental finding.

There are also indirect examples of (2), based on the idea that there may be more than two parties available and different pairings of parties may occur over time. As a bleak baseline case, suppose that there are many parties, that pairings are random each period, and that each party knows only its own experience (i.e., there is no information about what other parties did while in other pairings). In this case, it is likely to take many periods before a given pair meets each other again, so \( r \) is high and cooperation is unlikely. But there are various alternatives to this bleak baseline case, each of which can be interpreted as reducing \( r \) and so making (2) more likely to hold, as follows.

In lab studies, Brown and Zehnder (2007) allow parties to choose their partners each period, leading to both long-standing relationships and improved cooperation, and Duffy and Ochs (2009) find greater cooperation in fixed pairs than in random pairs. Using field data, Robinson and Stuart (2007) study biotechnology alliances, finding that alliance partners with closer proximity to each other in the industry network are less likely to use equity (and use less equity when it is involved in the deal) and use more funding pledged upfront rather than funding based on milestones. Similar results hold when either of the firms is more central in the overall network (as distinct from more proximate to its partner). These findings are consistent with the idea that firms that are more proximate (and hence more likely to encounter each other) or more central (and hence more likely to have their actions visible to others) are less likely to defect.

Turning from cross-sectional evidence to longitudinal, recall the idea that an increase in the defection temptation can induce defection, as discussed in connection with (3) and (4). In this spirit, Guriev, Kolotilin, and Sonin (forthcoming), study nationalizations of foreign-owned oil assets in 161 countries from 1960-2006. During this period there were 98 nationalizations in 42 countries. Controlling for country fixed effects, they find that nationalization is more likely when oil prices are high (i.e., defection payoffs are high) and when political institutions are weak (i.e., punishment costs are low, so the payoff during punishment, \( P' \) discussed with (3), is
high). These independent variables—the oil price and political institutions—may be somewhere between the permanent change envisioned in (3) and the temporary fluctuation envisioned in (4).

Finally, as evidence on the sophisticated behavior in (5), where the parties repeatedly adjust their collaboration over the course of their relationship, consider Rotemberg and Saloner (1986), who study variations in the extent of collusion over the business cycle. In their model, full collusion (where all firms charge the monopoly price) produces moderate reneging temptations in low-demand periods but higher reneging temptations in high-demand periods, so the colluding firms can implement only partial collusion in the high-demand periods, as discussed in connection with (5). Empirically, Rotemberg and Saloner study both price-cost margins over the business cycle for a variety of industries, as well as actual price wars in specific industries, and in both cases find evidence broadly consistent with their theory: margins are smaller in booms (i.e., cooperation is reduced at moments when defection temptations are higher).

To conclude this section, we recap the argument we have made thus far. First, repeated-game models of collaboration predict that cooperation can occur if defection can be met with sufficient punishment (where punishment occurs over time, so the prospect of punishment has a greater impact on parties’ current decisions when they care more about the future). Second, in both lab studies and field data on relationships between firms, there are empirical findings that are consistent with such models. As noted above, however, both the models and the evidence we have described focus on the problem of credibility (i.e., whether one actor should believe another’s promises) and ignore the problem of clarity (i.e., whether one actor can understand another’s promises). They thus implicitly focus on steady-state relationships, where the parties have substantial shared experience about their actions and payoffs, and avoid the problem of how these steady-state relationships come about.

In the next section, we add two aspects to our argument. First, we consider relational contracts within firms rather than between. In particular, we describe three important management practices that we see as relying crucially on relational contracts. Second, we provide sufficiently detailed descriptions of these relational contracts within firms to suggest that it cannot have been easy to develop a shared understanding of exactly what these contracts entailed, thus laying the groundwork for a more extended discussion of the problem of clarity in section 4.

3) Managerial Practices and Relational Contracts

We now describe important managerial practices within three leading firms: subjective bonuses at Lincoln Electric, the production system at Toyota, and science-driven drug discovery at Merck. In each of these settings, we focus on key actions that we believe could not be motivated by formal contracts and that we thus hypothesize are the subject of relational contracts. We treat Lincoln briefly, because
it corresponds reasonably well to the model in Section 2.1, where one party relies on the other to keep its promises, but we discuss Toyota and especially Merck in more detail, because they illustrate the more typical and more interesting case where each party is relying on the other.

In addition to presenting a plausible case that competitively significant managerial practices rely on relational contracts, our goal in these descriptions is to begin to illustrate the idea that building a relational contract may require addressing problems of clarity as well as of credibility. We show that these relational contracts require not only a high level of task knowledge—i.e., of the actions that constitute cooperation, but also a great deal of relational knowledge—i.e., of the payoff to cooperation for each party, of each party’s ability and incentive to defect, and of the actions and payoffs that constitute punishment. Section 4 builds on these descriptions to explore the problems inherent in building relational contracts in more detail.

Lincoln Electric makes arc welders. Their productivity, innovation, and profitability have made them arguably the world’s leader in their industry, and their management practices have brought them substantial scrutiny—from Fast and Berg (1975) through Hastings (1999) and beyond. For brevity, we focus on the firm’s incentive scheme, which involves both a piece rate (specifying the rate of pay per task completed) and a subjective bonus (based on factors that can be difficult to measure, such as dependability, quality, and ideas/cooperation). See Milgrom and Roberts (1995) for descriptions of how Lincoln’s other practices complement the subjective bonus we describe.

Lincoln’s bonus is very important for both the workers and the firm: over several decades, the average bonus to an individual was approximately as large as the individual’s total piece-rate pay (depending on the person and the year) and the average bonus pool was about half of the firm’s pre-tax, pre-bonus earnings (again with substantial variation across years). Crucially, however, neither the individual bonus received by a worker nor the aggregate pool paid by the firm is determined by a formula (i.e., an objective weight attached to an objective performance measure). Instead, both are discretionary.

In the language of Section 2, Lincoln’s workers may earn high payoffs from working hard, as bonuses can approach half of total compensation, but since payment of the bonus is discretionary, Lincoln’s management can in principle defect by paying too small a bonus or none at all. Several formal models have explored the conditions under which such a discretionary bonus plan satisfies a credibility constraint such as equation (1) above.7 But these models ignore the degree to which such contracts must also solve a potentially severe clarity problem: Lincoln’s

---

7 See Bull (1987), MacLeod and Malcomson (1989), and Levin (2003) for repeated-game models of such relational incentive contracts and Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy (1994) for a two-part pay plan like Lincoln’s, combining an objective piece rate with a discretionary bonus.
relational contract rests on a number of shared understandings that may well be difficult to imitate. For example, the size of the bonus is contingent not only on the productivity of an employee, but also on the employee’s “dependability,” the “quality” of their work and the degree to which they contributed new ideas and “cooperated” in the improvement of the production process—none of which is easy to define or measure.

A similar reliance on relational contracts—and an associated reliance on the development of an extensive shared understanding of concepts that are intrinsically hard to define without shared experience—is evident in our next example, from Toyota’s production system (TPS).

Many researchers have documented that the TPS relies on innovative contributions by the workforce through shop-floor problem-solving (see, for example, Ohno, 1995 and Womack, Jones and Roos, 1991). The kinds of behaviors asked of the workforce include “raise problems when you see them” and “be an effective member of problem-solving teams.” As with the aspects of worker performance that are rewarded in Lincoln’s subjective bonus, we conjecture that these desired behaviors in Toyota’s production system cannot be specified precisely enough to be measured and rewarded in a formal contract.

As one example, a key discretionary behavior (by both workers and supervisors) involves the “andon cord” (a rope on the assembly line that, when pulled by a worker, sends an alert to supervisors that there may be a problem on the line). If the supervisor fails to resolve the potential problem, then pulling the andon cord may result in stopping the line—an enormously disruptive event in many continuous-flow production systems. Building an effective relational contract around the use of the andon cord—and around participation in problem solving more broadly—requires not only solving the credibility problem, but also developing a shared understanding of a host of subjective ideas. For example, both employees and managers must develop a shared understanding of questions such as which types of problems are worth pulling the cord for and how supervisors should respond in those cases in which the cord has been pulled inappropriately. They must also learn at what point, if any, will supervisors penalize workers (financially or socially) for mistakes in pulling the cord, and what kinds of rewards are appropriate when the cord has been used well.

Notice that even this simplified discussion of the use of the andon cord raises an important issue not present in the Trust Game in Section 2 or in our discussion of Lincoln’s bonus. In the Trust Game, Player 1 chooses whether to trust Player 2, who then chooses whether to honor / cooperate or betray / defect. Likewise, in Lincoln’s bonus, the worker is subject to the firm’s discretion over what bonus to pay. With the andon cord, however, each party is being given discretion by the other: the worker to stop the line and the manager to implement worker suggestions and to support problem solving in “appropriate” ways. We suspect that such mutual dependence is more the rule than the exception. But in such settings—where both
parties can cooperate, defect, and punish—even more knowledge must be held in common if the relational contract is to be sustainable. To illustrate this mutual dependence, and more broadly the complexity of the knowledge on which relational contracts often rely, Table 1 sketches some of the potential actions by workers and managers that must be mutually understood in order to build a relational contract around the use of the andon cord.

Table 1: Cooperation, Defection, and Punishment in the use of the Andon cord at Toyota.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cooperate</th>
<th>Defect</th>
<th>Punish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>Actions:</td>
<td>Actions:</td>
<td>Actions (in response to perceived defection by manager):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Pull the andon cord when you see a problem</td>
<td>1a. Never pull the andon cord (out of fear of being punished)</td>
<td>1. Sabotage the manufacturing line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Offer suggestions on improvements to the</td>
<td>1b. Pull the andon cord to stop the line and avoid work when there is no true problem</td>
<td>2. Pull andon cord frequently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>production process (that might make your job</td>
<td>2. Keep improvements hidden from co-workers</td>
<td>3. Engage in absenteeism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>redundant)</td>
<td>and managers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor</td>
<td>Actions:</td>
<td>Actions:</td>
<td>Actions (in response to perceived defection by worker):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Recognize potential problem when andon</td>
<td>1. Punish workers for pulling andon cord (even</td>
<td>1. Penalize workers (financially or socially) for pulling andon cord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cord pulled and aid in problem-solving</td>
<td>appropriately)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Implement improvements without necessarily</td>
<td>2. Cut workforce once they discover potential</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cutting jobs</td>
<td>innovations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Accept authority of work teams to make</td>
<td>3. Interfere in work teams and override their</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>some shop-floor decisions</td>
<td>decisions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Just as our discussion of Lincoln’s bonus ignored a host of complementary practices that sustain performance at Lincoln, here our discussion of Toyota’s andon cord focuses on only one small aspect of the TPS. Nonetheless, even this small aspect illustrates the range of knowledge that may be required to build the necessary relational contract. Furthermore, while these issues are important in manufacturing settings such as Lincoln and Toyota, they are perhaps even more important in knowledge-work settings, which we illustrate next by discussing science-driven drug discovery at Merck.

For many decades, pharmaceutical research firms attempted to discover new drugs through a large-scale process of trial and error. For example, several successful psychotropic drugs were discovered by putting large numbers of potentially biologically active compounds into distressed rats and chemically tinkering with the few compounds that seemed to have some effect on the rats’
behavior (Henderson, 1994). This process of drug discovery relied primarily on the skills of highly trained medicinal chemists who could design and construct chemical compounds that were likely to have pharmacological effects. Even for very successful drugs, however, the specific biochemical mechanisms responsible for the drug’s therapeutic effects were often not well understood.

Beginning in the 1980s, advances in the scientific literature offered new understandings of the biochemical mechanisms underlying many diseases, making it possible for drug candidates to be targeted at specific mechanisms. Pharmaceutical firms seeking to change from the old process of drug discovery (large-scale trial and error) to a new one (based on the mechanisms of disease) needed to undergo several significant changes (Henderson, 1994). First, completely new kinds of scientists had to be hired, such as molecular biologists. Second, the new process required rich communication across scientific disciplines and therapeutic areas, whereas the old process had performed well when conducted in disciplinary and functional silos. Finally (and most important, for our purposes), the new process required the firm’s scientists not only to stay current with the promising mechanisms being discovered in the academic literature but also to conduct such leading-edge science themselves, in-house.

Perhaps not surprisingly, staying current with the academic literature involved more than sitting in the firm’s lab and reading the journals. For example, there was great value in also attending conferences, but one typically could not fully understand (or, in some cases, even be invited to) many conferences without having one’s own active research in the area—a classic instance of “absorptive capacity” (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). As a result, some pharmaceutical firms encouraged their scientists to publish—even though of course an ultimate goal was to secure patents on drug candidates. Henderson and Cockburn (1994) call a firm “PROPUB” if an individual scientist’s career inside the firm depended on the scientist’s standing in the outside scientific community, and they find that patent output is significantly greater in PROPUB firms (even with dummy variables for therapeutic area and firm).

This new process has been labeled “science-driven drug discovery” (Cockburn, Henderson, and Stern, 2000). Note that it is not the mere presence of more or different scientists within pharmaceutical firms that prompts this label; for example, there were many synthetic chemists involved in the old process. Rather, the label reflects the fact that the new process within the firm relies so heavily on interactions with and assessments from the outside scientific community. It is this role for the scientific community (and the possible tension of this role with the firm’s goal of patents on drug candidates) that we explore as a final example of both the presence of relational contracts underlying key managerial practices and the difficulties in building a relational contract, as follows.

Firms pursuing science-driven drug discovery needed scientists to behave almost as if they were academic scientists—to explore questions of fundamental
scientific interest, to publish in the refereed literature, and to attend academic conferences. At the same time, however, these scientists could not act completely like academics. They had to also take actions that increased the likelihood of the discovery of new drugs. Making a major scientific breakthrough—even winning a Nobel prize—without simultaneously generating knowledge that could be quickly applied to the search for new drugs would not constitute full success. Those firms that successfully developed this shared understanding, of whom Merck is the most well known, introduced more “significant” drugs and grew faster than any of their competitors, but the practice was relatively slow to diffuse across the industry (Cockburn, Henderson and Stern, 2000).

We see science-driven drug discovery as a complex managerial practice that cannot be sustained without a relational contract. No mechanistic formula could tell a research supervisor whether a particular scientist was appropriately straddling the fine line between behaving like an academic scientist and behaving like a commercially oriented drug hunter, and thus no formal contract alone could ensure that researchers were behaving as the firm desired. Staying connected to the academic world required publishing in the journals and attending conferences—but no one could specify how many papers a scientist should publish and which conferences he or she should attend, particularly when every scientist’s research trajectory was likely to be different. When was going to conferences vital to the research, and when was it consumption? And on the manager’s side, when a scientist had published extensively in a vital new field but failed to receive an increased research budget, was her manager reneging on the relational contract or responding appropriately to the fact that the scientist’s lab still had not produced any plausible drug candidates?

Table 2 sketches our conception of cooperation, defection, and punishment for the scientist and the manager in the relational contract underlying science-driven drug discovery. As with Lincoln’s bonus and Toyota’s production system our description here is necessarily partial, but it nonetheless illustrates the extent and complexity of the information that must be understood by all parties if the necessary relational contract is to be self-enforcing.

Table 2: Cooperation, Defection, and Punishment in Science-Driven Drug Discovery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientist</th>
<th>Cooperation</th>
<th>Defection</th>
<th>Punishment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action: behave almost like an academic scientist, but be sure to develop useful knowledge for discovering new drugs.</td>
<td>Action: either shirk (represent lack of results as unlucky research) or behave like an academic scientist (pursue problems for their own sake, build external reputation)</td>
<td>Action (in response to perceived defection by manager, and perhaps depending on nature of that defection): behave like an academic scientist, or ignore research and become a drug hunter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4) Building and Refining Relational Contracts

Our descriptions of some of the relational contracts in place at Lincoln Electric, Toyota and Merck have highlighted both that many significant managerial practices may rely on relational contracts and that the “relational knowledge” that is required to sustain these contracts may be very extensive.

In this section we build on these two ideas to focus more squarely on the key question of why relational contracts may be hard to build and refine—and hence hard to imitate. The three cases in section 3 constitute sampling on success, in the sense that those relational contracts did get built. For a sharper view of the difficulties the clarity problem can create, we now sample from the other end of the distribution, when failure to communicate and the resulting lack of shared understanding inhibited the development or refinement of relational contracts.

4.1 Building Clarity: Task and Relational Knowledge

In our descriptions of Lincoln, Toyota, and Merck, we saw that developing a shared understanding of the desired behaviors was not easy because there was uncertainty about both appropriate actions and (although we did not emphasize it as much) associated payoffs. We can state these difficulties abstractly using Figures 1 and 2. To participate in the relational contract involving those Figures, player 1 needs to know (a) what behaviors constitute cooperation by her (Trust rather than Not Trust), (b) what behaviors are then available to player 2 as cooperation or defection by him (Honor and Betray, respectively), (c) what payoffs player 2 would receive from those available behaviors (1 versus 2 in Figure 1, or C versus D in Figure 2), and (d) what payoffs player 1 would receive if everyone cooperates versus not (1 versus 0 in Figure 1).\(^8\)

Of all the actions and payoffs described in (a) through (d), only (a) seems to us akin to what is sometimes called task knowledge (i.e., how one should behave in the organization), so we hereafter call (b) through (d) the additional relational knowledge needed to participate in a relational contract. As noted in the Introduction, other research traditions (e.g., Winter (1987, 1988) on tacit knowledge or Levinthal (1997), Milgrom and Roberts (1995) and Rivkin (2000) on complementarities) have made important strides exploring the difficulties of

\(^8\) Recall from Section 2.1 that player 1 needs to know (b) and (c) to assess whether player 2 will cooperate; if so, player 1 then needs to know (a) and (d) to decide whether to cooperate herself.
learning and communicating task knowledge. As hard as it may be to learn or communicate one’s own task knowledge in (a), however, it must be at least as hard and presumably harder to learn someone else’s task knowledge in (b), but player 1 cannot participate in the relational contract without this understanding of player 2’s available behaviors, as well as the associated payoffs in (c). In this sense, there is simply more (and different and probably harder) knowledge to learn and communicate in the case of a relational contract than in the case of one’s own task knowledge. Notice, too, that the task may be further complicated by the fact that if all goes well and both parties cooperate with each other, events off the equilibrium path—i.e., the behaviors and payoffs associated with both defection and punishment—cannot be observed but must be inferred.

As one striking example of the difficulty of communicating relational knowledge, we reconsider Lincoln Electric. After decades of high productivity and apparently appropriate bonuses in their Cleveland operations, Lincoln expanded overseas, with initially very negative results (Hastings, 1999). In fact, earnings in Cleveland were at record levels, but overseas losses were so large that the company as a whole was in the red. A new question thus arose about what constituted a “fair” bonus for Cleveland workers: should the bonus be based on Cleveland profits or on those of the firm as a whole? Naturally, when the firm had operations only in Cleveland, this distinction never arose, but it had suddenly become crucial. Formally, there was now deep ambiguity about which of management’s actions would be considered “cooperation”.

We provide the resolution of Lincoln’s story in the next sub-section. For now we simply note that even a longstanding relational contract may not entail shared understanding of all the desired behaviors in all the possible circumstances that could arise. In a similar spirit, Ellison and Holden (2009) analyze a model where a principal attempts to teach an agent how to respond to fluctuating circumstances. Formally, the timing of each period is: (1) the agent observes the state of the world, (2) the agent chooses an action, (3) the principal observes the state and sends a message to the agent, and (4) both parties receive a common payoff that is positive if the agent choose the appropriate action for the state and zero otherwise. The novel assumption in the Ellison-Holden model is that there are some states of the world that the parties cannot discuss until they have experienced them together. In this setting, there can be more or less useful early realizations of the state, allowing more or less useful instructions from the principal to the agent. To the degree that this phenomenon is real it suggests that the development of relational contracts may be significantly path-dependent, with some states of the world enabling the creation of much more robust contracts than others; see also our discussion of Chassang (2010) below.

As a second case about lack of shared understanding, consider Stewart’s (1993) account of how Credit Suisse, a large European bank, bought the US investment bank First Boston, taking the company private under the name CS First Boston (CSFB). Roughly speaking, in the first two years that Credit Suisse controlled
CSFB, all firms in the investment-banking industry performed poorly and employees received bonuses that were lower than the historical average but comparable to bonuses paid at other investment banks. In the third year, however, CSFB performed better than previously and yet worse than its competitors, and Credit Suisse paid bonuses that were above bonuses at CSFB in the first two years but lower than those at other firms in the third year. A crisis ensued. In brief, CSFB asserted that the bonus policy in their industry was match-the-market, meaning that bonuses should be competitive with bonuses at other top-bracket firms. In contrast, the Swiss asserted that in their industry the bonus policy was pay for performance, meaning that a banker’s bonus depended on how he and his bank performed. Note that these two policies make identical pay prescriptions when all firms in the industry have the same performance, as was broadly true in the first two years. More generally, parties with different understandings may not appreciate that this difference exists until key events occur—with the further complication that behavior by one party during such an event may be intended as cooperation but nonetheless be viewed by the other as defection.

For inspiring evidence that different groups can indeed reach different shared understandings in similar environments, consider the lab studies by Weber and Camerer (2003) and Selten and Warglien (2007). Both explore common-interest games, where two players receive the same positive payoff if they successfully coordinate, but they receive no payoff if they fail to coordinate. More specifically, the players are attempting to build a shared language during repetitions of a game like the following: (1) player 1 observes the state of the world, \( s \in S \); (2) player 1 sends a costless message to player 2, \( m \in M \); (3) player 2 chooses an action \( a \in S \); (4) payoffs to each player are \( U(s, a) = 1 \) if \( a = s \) and \( U(s, a) = 0 \) otherwise; (5) player 2 observes \( s \). Thus, player 1 would like to send a message \( m(s) \) that tells player 2 that the state is \( s \) (so that player 2 will then choose the action \( a = s \)). The problem is that, at least in the early going, player 2 has little basis for understanding player 1’s messages.

Both papers find that different pairs of players develop different languages, even though these pairs are playing in the same environment (except for the random realizations of the states of the world over time). Because these are common-interest games, we interpret the knowledge being communicated as task knowledge, not relational knowledge. In particular, there is no concern with defection or punishment in a common-interest setting. Nonetheless, consistent with the large literature on the difficulties of communicating tacit knowledge, different pairs of players take different lengths of time to develop a shared understanding, and different pairs hold different shared understandings once they reach them. From this lab evidence, we find it only a small stretch to imagine that similar forces could cause reasonable people to hold different understandings in situations like those at Lincoln or CSFB. Of course, the issue at these two companies involved bonuses, so these were not common-interest settings; rather, the problem of credibility also arose, as we discuss next.
Beyond the fact that implementing a relational contract requires communicating not only task knowledge but also relational knowledge, there is another difficulty that complicates learning and communicating a relational contract compared to learning and communicating task knowledge: relational contracts are relevant only when goal alignment is imperfect.\(^9\) Thus, whatever the information that needs to be communicated (task and/or relational), it may not be in someone's interest to reveal that information. Instead, information might be withheld or distorted. There is of course an enormous economics literature on these issues, and we note that discussion along these lines started in organization theory before information economics or organizational economics existed, such as in Cyert and March (1963).\(^10\) The question we face, however, is how imperfect alignment of interests affects parties' efforts to build a relational contract (as part of a managerial practice).

Returning to our accounts of Lincoln Electric and Credit Suisse First Boston, we find two different scenarios unfolding after a lack of shared understanding was discovered. At Lincoln Electric, where the question was whether Cleveland's bonuses should be based on Cleveland profits or on those of the firm as a whole, the firm ultimately decided in favor of the former principle (even though doing so required the firm to borrow in order to pay the bonus). At CSFB, in contrast, CS stuck to its policy of pay for performance (rather than the bankers' preferred policy of match the market), leading to the departure of many prominent bankers.

There are many ways to relate the dynamics of these cases to theories of the kind we have considered in this essay. Our point here is not to endorse particular theoretical interpretations of these two cases, but rather to surface the general issue that these cases present: how will parties respond when a possible misunderstanding surfaces? We now sketch three complementary approaches to this issue, in the hope that further theory and evidence on the dynamics of relationships will ensue.

One approach, in the spirit of Section 2.1, is to imagine that the critical moments in these cases correspond to sudden changes in payoffs. For example,

---

\(^9\) The part of organizational economics called "team theory," initiated by Marschak and Radner (1972), can be interpreted as exploring information acquisition, communication, and decision-making when all parties have the same interests (but gathering and communicating information are costly activities). See Garicano and Van Zandt (2012) for a recent discussion of approaches in this vein.

\(^10\) For example: “Where different parts of the organization have responsibility for different pieces of information relevant to a decision, we would expect some bias in information transmitted due to … attempts to manipulate information as a device for manipulating the decision. … [But] we cannot reasonably introduce the concept of communication bias without introducing its obvious corollary – ‘interpretive adjustment’” (pp. 79 and 85, Cyert and March, 1963).
Credit Swisse may have reached a point where the defection temptation permanently increased from D to D′, along the lines of (3), causing the bank to defect. (To put this point less abstractly, it may be that what the Swiss wanted all along was a global financial supermarket, for which it needed an investment bank, but not necessarily a top-bracket investment bank, so they gave up on the latter when its price increased.) But this and any other analysis from Section 2.1 assumes that the parties have a shared understanding of what actions (in what states) constitute cooperation in their relationship, whereas the bankers at CSFB and their Swiss owners apparently did not have such a shared understanding. We therefore turn to models where the parties have something to learn.

Many authors have enriched the credibility models from Section 2.1 to include private information about players’ payoffs, so that parties learn about their partners as an equilibrium progresses; see MacLeod and Malcomson (1988), Watson (1999, 2002), and Halac (2011), for example. As an illustration, in Figures 1 and 2, suppose that player 1 is uncertain about player 2’s discount rate, which player 1 believes could be high (r_H) or low (r_L). In models like these, it can be optimal to terminate a relationship after learning enough bad news about one’s partner’s type (perhaps as at CS). Likewise, it can be optimal to enrich a relationship, such as moving from partial to full cooperation, after learning enough good news about one’s partner’s type. As a result, one could imagine player 2 searching for ways to signal that she is the patient (or “high trust”) type, r_L, so as to induce greater cooperation from player 1.

Models of learning about one’s partner often suggest empirical approaches based on unmeasurable managerial attributes. Such empirical work has a strong tradition, from at least Mundlak (1961) through at least Bertrand and Schoar (2003). But there is an alternative approach that also sheds light on performance differences, based on path-dependence rather than unmeasured heterogeneity. Chassang (2010) offers one model in this alternative spirit, in which a Principal and an Agent build a relational contract, as follows.

In each period, the Principal first chooses whether to invest or not, where investing imposes a cost k on the Principal but delivers a benefit b to the Agent (and not investing delivers zero to both parties and ends that period). If the Principal does invest then different actions from the feasible set A randomly become available that period, and both parties observe which actions are available that period.

In the feasible set A there are two kinds of actions, unproductive and productive. An unproductive action costs nothing for the Agent to take but produces no output for the Principal, whereas a productive action costs c to take and produces a given positive output with probability q and zero with probability 1−q. It is common knowledge what the number of productive actions is and what a given productive action produces when it produces positive output, but initially only the Agent knows which actions are the productive ones.
In the first period, to induce the Agent to take a productive action (if one is available) instead of an unproductive action, the Principal threatens not to invest in several future periods if this period’s output is zero. Note that this punishment will occur on the equilibrium path, because a productive action could produce zero output. In this sense, learning (i.e., identifying a new action as productive) is expensive. On the other hand, later in the game, if an action has already produced a positive output then the Principal knows that the action is productive, so if the Agent now takes this action and it produces zero output then the Principal does not need to punish the Agent.

Because learning is expensive (in the sense of punishments, and also in the sense of opportunity cost after at least one productive action has been identified), it can be optimal to stop learning before all productive actions are identified. Because opportunities to learn arrive randomly, otherwise identical dyads may stop learning after identifying different sets of productive actions. That is, each dyad converges to a steady-state relational contract, but different dyads can converge to different relational contracts that produce varying degrees of cooperation. Thus, Chassang’s model can produce persistent performance differences among otherwise similar dyads because of path-dependence in building a relational contract—very much in the spirit of the administration problem that animated this essay.

5) Conclusion

An extensive literature has suggested that organizational capabilities are difficult to imitate both because they require the communication of task knowledge that is often deeply embedded in organizational routines and because problems of complementarity and local search mean that the processes of incremental learning that characterize many organizations make it difficult to communicate this knowledge. Here we have attempted to develop a complementary explanation for the often slow diffusion of competitively significant capabilities by focusing on the fact that many key managerial practices rely on relational contracts, and by suggesting that building these relational contracts requires moving beyond task knowledge to the development of “relational knowledge.” We suggested that relational knowledge may be substantially more difficult to develop than task knowledge both because there is much more of it and because its acquisition is complicated by incentive problems.

While we hope that this argument is compelling as a hypothesis, there is clearly much that remains to be done to prove its validity and determine its boundary conditions. For example, while it is well established that organizations are replete with relational contracts, and while we believe that many competitively significant managerial practices rely on relational contracts, careful empirical work that put these ideas to the test would clearly be useful. Similarly, empirical work that explored the development of relational contracts over time as an integral part of the development of managerial practices would also be of significant value. One
approach might be to begin with careful qualitative studies and then progress to more systematic, potentially survey-based work that could enable comparisons across firms over time.

We also suspect that these ideas, if they do indeed prove robust to careful empirical investigation, may have significant implications for managerial action. A considerable literature has explored the processes that enable firms to become “learning organizations” (see, for example, Argote, 1999 and Senge, 1993). One could imagine a complementary focus on the processes that enable firms to build relational contracts. Extensive and credible communication is almost certainly important, and we suspect that in many circumstances the ability to communicate convincingly that one is a “high trust” type would be very useful. Another possibility is that managers who excel in the development of relational contracts take advantage—or perhaps even create—situations that test the limits of the current contract to then take actions that refine the contract, such as by communicating credibly about otherwise unrevealed payoffs and preferences. Similarly it might be the case that successful managers develop the ability to change relational contracts without triggering the perception that they are reneging on existing agreements; Kaplan and Henderson (2005) suggest that the latter perception may be a significant barrier to organizational change.

Another potential extension of these ideas is to explore their implications for the role of organizational culture and ritual. One point of connection, for example, may flow from the fact that an effective relational contract tends to achieve cooperation, rather than defection. As a result, it may be easy to forget (or for newcomers never to have observed) what someone else’s opportunities for defection might be, or how tempting these opportunities might be, or what someone else’s opportunities for punishment might be, or how effective these punishments might be. This situation is akin to one where “means become ends,” where a person or group forgets why it does something, and instead remembers only what it is currently supposed to do, thus leaving itself unprepared to respond to fluctuating circumstances. Parties to a relational contract therefore might tell stories: to remind each other of what could occur, and to sketch appropriate behavior if it does.

More broadly we believe that our framing opens up some intriguing issues as to the relationship between the dynamics of conventional relational contracts (i.e., purely “calculative” trust) and other forms of social capital. As the extensive literature on trust has demonstrated, organizations are shot through with beliefs and expectations derived from personal and social dynamics that give rise to many different kinds of trust. We hope that our attempt to clarify the role of relational contracts may contribute to the development of a broader understanding of the relationship among different forms of trust and their role within the firm. Within the firm, for example, are calculative and affective and/or social trust complements or substitutes? Might it be the case that firms characterized by high levels of personal trust find it significantly easier to build and refine new relational contracts?
Organizational researchers have long suggested that the informal structures of firms are critically important to their performance—and that in some circumstances high-commitment work practices or the ability to sustain high levels of trust may be very powerful. Our hope is that by linking these ideas to the analytical construct of a relational contract we will be able to catalyze further research in the area and, ultimately, to support practicing managers in building effective organizations. If building relational contracts is as important as we believe it to be, research that yields insight into the mechanisms behind their development and the strategic choices on which they rest could make an important contribution on a wide variety of fronts.
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